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John Glenn Delivers Merves Lecture

by Alec Gerson

"Oh brave new world that hath such people in it." 

When the stars - taken from the Tempest - make no mention of jerry social change, the world in 1973 firmly than we had pictured in the 1960s, so we must give up the notion of a single panacea that will go for all our ills.

Dr. J.C. Cottrell and Dr. J.B. Selden, from the Medical Department of the American Medical Association, recently conducted experiments on the "Tobacco and the Effects of Marijuana on Mouse Skin." Their research received national recognition in American Medical News (April 9, 1973), which stated that the marijuana tar in contact with the skin of mice, histopathologic chemical(s) which causes cancer resulted.

The research was based upon lung tissue collected and dissolved in cigarettes, but that at the same time, the effect was found to be up to the individual to choose what the reas... on why we are turned off certain people as a cause of embarrassment. It is no secret that the American public is disinclined with the space program. NASA - at one time one of our country's proudest agencies - is now reduced to the role of a ragged mendicant who must go beggin... and Cambridge Universities, and an accomplishment of Jeffersonians, it recovers once a week, and is dedicated to stirring the cultural life of the university through creative study and presentation of all types of art.

The Jefferson research team on mice. The research was based upon lung tissue collected and dissolved in cigarettes, but that at the same time, the effect was found to be up to the individual to choose what the reason why we are turned off certain people as a cause of embarrassment. It is no secret that the American public is disinclined with the space program. NASA - at one time one of our country's proudest agencies - is now reduced to the role of a ragged mendicant who must go begging for funds.

Dr. Cottrell and Dr. Selden, from the Medical Department of the American Medical Association, recently conducted experiments on the "Tobacco and the Effects of Marijuana on Mouse Skin." Their research received national recognition in American Medical News (April 9, 1973), which stated that the marijuana tar in contact with the skin of mice, histopathologic chemical(s) which causes cancer resulted. While many of our expectations may not be grounded in reality, many of us are not sufficiently amused by the exploits and reports of our scientists and technocrats. People feel that it should be up to the individual to choose what the reason why we are turned off certain people as a cause of embarrassment. It is no secret that the American public is disinclined with the space program. NASA - at one time one of our country's proudest agencies - is now reduced to the role of a ragged mendicant who must go begging for funds. We are told why we are turned off certain people as a cause of embarrassment. It is no secret that the American public is disinclined with the space program. NASA - at one time one of our country's proudest agencies - is now reduced to the role of a ragged mendicant who must go begging for funds.

By Leo Riordan (Continued on page 7)

Marijuana and Cancer?

Jay D. Amsterdam

The marijuana was artifically smoked, the tar collected and supplied as an acne treatment to the skin of mice. Histopathologic evidence of malignant change will tell you. I will not go so far as to say each Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo with pollution with the firing. "A bomb is born," but like it, and everyone is expected a lot more for our money.

Admittedly, many of our expectations may not be grounded in reality, many of us are not sufficiently amused by the exploits and reports of our scientists and technocrats. People feel that it should be up to the individual to choose what the reason why we are turned off certain people as a cause of embarrassment. It is no secret that the American public is disinclined with the space program. NASA - at one time one of our country's proudest agencies - is now reduced to the role of a ragged mendicant who must go begging for funds.
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By Leo Riordan (Continued on page 7)
Dear Editors:

Thank you very much for inviting me to submit a letter regarding the need for more and better nutrition education in our medical schools and dental schools. I believe that there is a critical need for increased emphasis on nutrition and dental hygiene as part of the medical education curriculum. It is important for doctors and dentists to have a solid understanding of the relationship between nutrition and health, as well as the role of dental hygiene in maintaining good health.

I am a member of the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, and I have been working on this issue for many years. I believe that it is urgent for our medical and dental schools to provide students with a more comprehensive understanding of nutrition and dental hygiene. Medical schools should include courses in nutrition that deal directly with the basic relationship between nutrition and health. Similarly, dental schools should offer courses that focus on the importance of dental hygiene and its role in promoting good health.

Furthermore, it is important for our medical schools to provide students with a more comprehensive understanding of the role of nutrition in the prevention and treatment of various medical disorders. For example, nutritional factors play a significant role in the development of many chronic diseases, such as heart disease, diabetes, and obesity. It is crucial for medical students to have a solid understanding of the role of nutrition in the prevention and treatment of these conditions.

I believe that it is essential for medical schools to provide students with a more comprehensive understanding of nutrition and its role in promoting good health. It is my hope that the nursing and dental schools will do their part in this important effort.

Thank you for considering my letter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Chairman, Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs

---

Dear Editors:

I wish to commend the spirit of "Discrepancies in Nurses' Training," a long-awaited and much-needed constructive criticism of the TJU Nursing school. The situation of the "Nurse's Office" is not correct, for even when compared to other areas of the hospital, the situation is a bad scene. However, one of the letter's paragraphs requires a response.

Those statements, concerning the baccalaureate program, were destructive and out of place in an otherwise well-directed letter. It was poor editorial judgment to throw in so much red ink. It is far better to bring up a more subtle point to light another bad scene that's slowly wearing on Jefferson's - the old King of Doctors.

I am a member of the TJU Nursing school and I would like to share my views on the subject of the letter. I believe that it is essential for our medical schools to provide students with a more comprehensive understanding of nutrition and its role in promoting good health. It is my hope that the nursing and dental schools will do their part in this important effort.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Chairman, Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
As soon as I walked in, I could tell that Don was close to death as the immediate family and a priest were in the room. All medications had been stopped. Don was comatose, though at times he vaguely responded to spoken and physical gestures. The impact of the situation did not hit me, however, until later, when the family and friends had gone and I was left with the priest and the nurse. Only then did I venture to Don’s bedside. Only then did I feel sharp pangs of remorse for my feelings of as soon as I walked in, I could tell that Don was close to death as the immediate family and a priest were in the room. All medications had been stopped. Don was comatose, though at times he vaguely responded to spoken and physical gestures. The impact of the situation did not hit me, however, until later, when the family and friends had gone and I was left with the priest and the nurse. Only then did I venture to Don’s bedside. Only then did I feel sharp pangs of remorse for my feelings of sincerely wish to talk to him, but that I would stop by soon consciousness, aware of what was going on, easy-going, talkative, and, all-in-all passed away during the night. I still easily remember my infantry staff: one of the million lights in a vast sky that flares up July 23, 1973

Theresa May 17, 1973

Dear Dr. Engel,

I am most pleased that you selected my paper for republication. In general the message I have been trying to communicate has gone out to our country speaking on these issues the response I often get from faculty members is, “Well that’s all very good and we agree, but who is going to do this kind of teaching?” My answer has been that it is up to us faculty and those most responsible for the educational program are genuinely convinced that those matters are important, they will extend effort to recruit such faculty and if they are unable to find such people then they should find ways of making their own faculty get the necessary training. I make the analogy to Medicine, which in the last decade or so has come to realize the importance of a medical school curriculum for a course of study. Exactly the same will be true when the impetus for a biological approach for the day-to-day functioning of the physician is re-established. Then, too, that field will enjoy more recognition and attract more support and candidates for training.

I enclose your interest a copy of my recent consideration of some issues which I presented before the Philadelphia Medical Society. If you wish to use any part of this in your paper you have my permission. The distribution of Medicine Relevant for the Education of the Physician, Annals of Internal Medicine, 75: 896, 1971.

In respect to your personal training, I have had the benefit of keeping you in touch with us and perhaps consider the possibility of spending some elective time in our program as associate or fellow. I have been involved as fellows later on in your training.
Course Evaluation-
A New Academic Adjunct

by Larry Cook

David Mayer

During the Winter quarter of last year, the students of the class of 1975 undertook the evaluation of the School of Nursing and Professors at Jefferson. They have continued this project throughout each successive quarter to the present. One beginning this fall. The class of 1976 has now also been evaluating the required courses at Jefferson. The School of Nursing, Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology (spring and fall), Psychiatry (fall), Pharmacology, and Microbiology and the rest of the curriculum is offered. The class of 1976 Cell Biology and is currently evaluating Structure and Function.

Support for the Course Evaluation project has been generously given by the Student Council of JCC and the members of the A. M. Coen, Dean. Funds have been allocated by Student Council to support the costs of computer analysis and distribution. The current evaluation is the first time the Fuction being carried out by the committee. The evaluation survey was conducted by the department of Anatomy, Physiology, and Microbiology. It is a field course report evaluation paper. It was distributed to each professor who was evaluated, to the Chairman of the department, to the Curriculum and promotions committees and the Dean of the Medical College. A copy is also on reserve in the Scott Library.

At present, results are available for two departments only. The offices of the School of Nursing and Psychiatry have been offered to students in the Spring and a review of the data collected both terms has led to consistent reports for each course. Psychiatry showed many strong points. The attendance of students was consistently high with an average of 85% of the class reporting that they attended more than 75% of the time. With respect to defining goals of its courses the Pathology Department received strong positive responses on both occasion contrast to those and other consistently positive responses, the Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior's courses received mixed reviews. A response has been received from the class of 1975. Close to a majority of the class did not indicated lecture 60% of the time during either quarters. An average of 80% of the students felt that the goals of courses were not adequately defined during lecture hour. Within the scope of these evaluations of psychiatry and human behavior were several other pertinent parameters which continued the negative trend.

The Committees for Course Evaluation of the classes of 1975 and 1976 include Eugene Wolfel, Michael Pierson, Larry Cook and David Mayer. It should be noted that many persons in both classes have been involved in the evaluation process.

Jeff Student Nurses

1973 B-Challs Camps

by Janet Welsh

The Thomas Jefferson Student Nurses Basketball team finished their 1972-73 season in first place for the second consecutive year. In the championship game, played on March 10, 1973, T. J. U. bested the opposition by 11 points with a final score of 23-12. Our cheerleaders, from the freshman class, participated with four other squads in a cheerleading competition and were the first to receive a trophy from the American Legion who sponsored the basketball teams as well as the cheerleaders. The team was the first competition for the four members of the T. J. U. squad including: Maryanne Bartonski, Cindy George, Barb Hamilton and Debbie Smith. They also did a great job in twirling the basketball team on to victory during this season's games.

At this time the team wishes the graduating seniors of 1973 and best wishes in their nursing careers.
In 1789 a Viennese doctor named Franz Gall wrote a paper describing how his observation of the prominent eyebrows of a fellow doctor with exceptional linguistic ability had led him to suppose the faculty of language was situated in the front of the brain; and how further research had convinced him that numerous similar cerebral organs could be located, each concerned with a different human skill. Within 10 years the science that was to become Phrenology had won acceptance in the major capitals of Europe and within 40 years had become the philosophical basis of a reform movement in America as great as any in its history.

For example, the faculty of destructiveness he thought must be strongly present in a medical student he knew who was skilled at torturing animals that he eventually became a surgeon; this man had a prominence above both ears, so this was where destructiveness must be generated.

It was the Fowler brothers who were to become the most impressionist of this movement; optimistic, energetic in the promotion of self-improvement, contemptuous of old superstition but susceptible to new ones, they typified a cast of mind prevalent in contemporary America. Beginning with a new enthusiasm they established hospitals and colleges and fought their trainees the length of the country reading niens' characteristics from skulls and dispensing charts demonstrating how moral perfection might be attained.

The repercussions were wide. Prison governors realized that criminals were not irredeemably hardened and that they contained their prisons, introducing as well strangely modern methods of incentive training. School teachers stopped whipping their children and by attempting to interest specifically each desirable faculty in turn, educated the whole child.

Those concerned with health realized that mental health was a physical matter and propagated mesmerism to help people live up from who knows where, but designed to nurture the cerebral organs. Freshly, a few, bloomers instead of corsets and stays, and octagonal houses which enclosed the most air for the least cost, were among the things they organized.

Cranks

Best of all were the changes in mental hospitals; although Pinel and Gall had already done something in Europe to mitigate the horrors of the 18th century asylum, it was only now that a consistent and plausible theory appeared, as a method of treatment derived from the empiricist philosophy of the 18th century. Despite the stigma of evil possession. In England the science was seen to be another of those forces, like astronomy, geography, and biology, which were competing at that time to strip man of his dignity. Quickly, the Phrenological association of England split into two camps, the rationalists and the theorists who wished better warfare on what they thought was the crucial aspect of the subject.

In the States, the split was different, being between theoretical and practical phrenologists. The theoretical branch, conducted by the learned doctors of Boston and New York, had received Gall's theories from the mouth of his leading pupil Spurzheim, and welcomed his new technique of brain dissections and his demonstrations of cerebral structure. For the Practical workers, Gall's importance lay in his liberation of man from the burden of original sin; if all faculties, had and good, were present in all men, then it was no longer sensible to speak of them as bad and good; it was only this misuse that made them so. Moreover, it was thought (not by Gall) that oversense of a faculty could cause hypertrophy of its skull. For this reason its repercussions were wide.

Itinerant structures, which now would undoubtedly be connected to mental hospitals; although Pinel and Gall had already done something in Europe to mitigate the horrors of the 18th century asylum, it was only now that a consistent and plausible theory appeared, as a method of treatment derived from the empiricist philosophy of the 18th century. Despite the stigma of evil possession. In England the science was seen to be another of those forces, like astronomy, geography, and biology, which were competing at that time to strip man of his dignity. Quickly, the Phrenological association of England split into two camps, the rationalists and the theorists who wished better warfare on what they thought was the crucial aspect of the subject.

In the States, the split was different, being between theoretical and practical phrenologists. The theoretical branch, conducted by the learned doctors of Boston and New York, had received Gall's theories from the mouth of his leading pupil Spurzheim, and welcomed his new technique of brain dissections and his demonstrations of cerebral structure. For the Practical workers, Gall's importance lay in his liberation of man from the burden of original sin; if all faculties, had and good, were present in all men, then it was no longer sensible to speak of them as bad and good; it was only this misuse that made them so. Moreover, it was thought (not by Gall) that oversense of a faculty could cause hypertrophy of its skull. For this reason its repercussions were wide.
Med School: Some Thought on Studying Abroad

by Richard L. Goldberg, M.D.

Remember how many of their former classmates are in medical schools are not aware of the
University of Pennsylvania, with an additional 260 in Rome and about 100 in Padua. The first question most people ask is why? For the most part, the answer is a lack of American schools, but I am sure that training at schools outside of the U.S.A. is not aware of the situation. There are no

When I applied to school in 1966, the situation in private hospitals is somewhat similar to that here in the U.S., but unfortunately these are not included in the teaching programs. One other problem which looms big for Americans who study abroad is the E.C.F.M.G. exam, a sort of entrance permit to an accredited hospital and training program, which is currently being protested in the courts by the students in Guadalajara, Mexico.

Some students are now transferring back to American schools after four years training in the Italian schools. When I first went to Bologna, only one or two students would transfer back after taking the part I of the National Boards. In recent years, thanks to a more liberal policy and a program known as COTRANS (Coordinated Transfers), about 10 or 15 students a year are being integrated into American medical school third year classes. We hope that eventually all students who start out studying abroad will be able to return to the U.S. to complete their clinical training.

STUDENT NURSES DUMPED

The Jeff Student Nurse's basketball team, one of the finest girls' basketball teams in Philadelphia, faced its "greatest" challenge of the season here at the Commons on April 4. It was the second annual Basketball Classic between the girls and the Nu Sigma Nu "B" team "All Stars." Disappointed by a close loss in last year's game, the girls were determined to show they had the better team. The girls looked poised at the start of the game, settling up well on both offense and defense to jump to a 10-4 lead. However, the "All Stars" were not about to be outdone and quickly got the lead back and went on to bury the girls, proving that last year's win was not a fluke. The two teams liked playing this time at a post-game party at Nu Sig - both sides agreeing that the night was a lot of fun.

Air-Chair only $4
when you open a checking or savings account for $25 or buy a Savings Certificate at Fidelity Bank.

Air-Ottoman only $1
when you open a checking or savings account for $25 or buy a Savings Certificate at Fidelity Bank.
Glenn (Continued from page 1)
He explained that there is a common misconception that the space program merely represents a "political race with Russia." The American public is not aware of the many social services that come out of the program. For instance:
1. 70% of all radio and television communication is relayed by space satellites.
2. Satellites can do a "multi-spectral analysis" on light reflected and radiated off the surface of the globe. This link, when analyzed can tell commercial fishermen where large schools of fish are swimming. Also it has been reported that it has detected a corn blight in the Midwest before any other instrument of detection could identify it.
3. Not commonly known are experiments demonstrating that when moon rock is mixed with earth soil, plant growth increases by 4 to 15 times what it ordinarily would be.
4. It may be that satellites could eventually harness solar energy as a power source for Earth bound industry.
5. Satellites forecast the routes of hurricanes, thus providing warnings that save many lives.
6. DAR-1 is an enzyme discovered in the blood of astronauts returning from space. Accumulating evidence indicates that it plays an important role in triggering off the defense mechanisms of the body.

7. Some of the synthetic materials created by the industry are now used in the production of transfusers. They supply support for women who wear a shape "that is out of this world." From the Grateful Dead, to the Stones going to Dylan. Their influence verbally permeated the culture. Their essential goodness was the cornerstone on which everything else was built. And then they crumbled.

What happened? Some say it was Yoko, some say it was Allen Klein. I say it was inevitable. If you put four humans in a pressure cooker - image intensifier environment, little sparks of friction will explode. The only real mystery is why they lasted so long together.

McCarty released McCarty and announced the Beatles were through. (It was a blatant power play fashioned to run the nuke of Let It Be and give the impression that he was the sole cause of the group's demise.)

McCarty was, at best, a mediocre artist who only deserves musical mention as being Paul's best release from that time to now. Raim, Wings, and Rosey Boogie (or is it Speedway Rose or Rosway Speed) are so awful that they don't even qualify as maundering sauers. From being one of the leaders of the musical world, Paul now has the critical belt of a soggy French fry. One can only wish and wonder.

Ringo and George have been the two most consistent Beatles. Ringo with his fantastic singles, "It Don't Come Easy," "1969," and "Run, Don't Look Back. Reluctantly they were produced by Peter Drake (the man who can make his guitar talk), and some of the finest musicians in Nashville, but they must go. And George - well, the All Things Must Pass album and the concert Car Bangala Deels are two of the most musically important and fulfilling events of this decade.

We come to John. John is by far the most outspoken Beatle and former leader of the group, social militant, and eternal center of controversy. In the infamous Rolling Stone interview, John accused the others of ganging up against Yoko, Paul of subverting the group, Paul's father-in-law of trying to rip the group off, the United States for war crimes, and the world for misunderstanding his genius. Admittedly this interview was taken as he was just completing extensive therapy and was excused, but it was real. John's works have been the most uneven. From the heights of "Cold Turkey," "Workingclass Hero," "Imagine," to the awful self-indulgence of the Two Virgins LP, he has laid bare his life. He comes across as a tremendously sincere, questioning individual and one who takes on the world's burdens as his own.

Today, the individuals are out going. Ringo has just completed a new album with a little help from George and John, too, has an album expected to be released soon with his band Wings (and you know I feel about them). John is trying unsuccessfully at present to gain U.S. citizenship and gain custody of Yoko's son.

The boy's Apple Corporation has dismissed Allen Klein for alleged abuse of his power. The inevitable question is, will the Beatles reform? The answer just has to be no. The boys have too much respect for what they have now and what they had then to reach into the past. But will John, Paul, George, and Ringo put out another album? For that answer we would have to ask one of them, which is just what we are planning to do. With all possible boldness and sincerity we are sending a copy of this article out to all involved and hope for an answer. Tune in next year.

"Lead us out of darkness...."

Join ARIEL

The best entertainment event of the year at Jefferson took place on March 28 at 8 P.M. as Jason, a Canadian Rock Band rocked into the Commons for a dance concert. Though attendance at the beginning of the concert, the good music and cheap beer managed to lure perhaps 300 Jeff students away from their books before the night was over. Jason, five enthusiastic young people, combined musical talent with fine vocal harmony to produce a highly entertaining evening doing some material of their own but mostly borrowing from other well-known artists & eras. The concert consisted of four sets, each representing a different period of American music. The sets were divided by short breaks which the group used to change into costumes which set the theme for each set.

The first set instantly won the audience over with medleys of hits by The Mamas & The Papas as well as the Four Seasons. Jason also featured some original numbers which were well received. Next came a hit of the 30's and 40's - done with a modern touch. The third set opened with the group dressed as Mouseketeers singing the Mouseketeer theme song. This was introduced as an introduction to music of the 50's, especially California hits. Heavy emphasis was placed on the Beach Boys and the Monkees rocked to such hits as "Run, Run, Runn," "I Get Around" and more.

The last set brought the house down. Jason, talking and looking like a mythical rock group of the 60's, performed such great 50's hits as 'Rock around the Clock." The group got it on when they came. "Elvis" appeared on stage dressed in a grey sequined suit to sing "Round Dog" and some other of his million-sellers to a wildly cheering audience.

"and let the sun shine in."

Join ARIEL

If a steady salary of $460 a month in addition to an allowance will help you continue your professional training, the scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed Services Health Professions Revitalization Act of 1972 deserve your close attention. Benefits include tuition at a medical, osteopathic, dental, veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a Ph.D in Clinical Psychology, you may qualify.

We make it easy for you to complete your studies. You've commissioned as an officer as soon as you enter the program, but remain in student status until graduation. And, during each year you will be on active duty (with extra pay). When your academic schedule requires that you remain on campus for a stay on campus - and still receive your active duty pay - your active duty requirements are fair. Basically, you serve one year as a commissioned officer for each year you've participated in the program, with a two year minimum.

You may apply for a scholarship to either the Army, Navy or Air Force, and know that entering active duty you'll have room and duties in keeping with your professional training.

The life's work you've chosen for yourself will require long, hard, expensive training. Now we can give you some help. Mail in the coupon at your earliest convenience for more-detailed information.

[Enclosed Scholarship Information]


c-0-c-0-3-3

Ariel College Scholarship Information

[Please mail coupon to:
Ariel College Scholarship Office
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Jason Was Herel

by Steve Gillika
Movie Review:

Last Tango

by Robert L. Breckenridge, Jr.

Cinema runs in cycles. Since the New Wave movement in France started its decline around 1964, there have been no important films. Godard has turned Marxist, Truffaut has turned bourgeois, Bergman has become boring and Fellini hasn’t made a good film since 8 1/2. So it’s about time, in its pursuit of all things sexual, that we try to capture Jeanne’s fiance. Tom insulate themselves from progress. The Bertolucci has refined this romanticism and sexuality of The Last Tango in Paris deals with the aging and the death of the modern myth of American middle class, as in our films and literature, Paul (Martin Brando) is the essence of modernism, as he combines the innocence and toughness of Bogart and Cagney, with the romanticism and sexuality of The Wild One. Paul is a 45-year-old former actor, former journalist and former American living in Paris, grieving over his wife’s suicide. Bertolucci recalls the plot of the first New Wave film, Godard’s Breathless, by setting up an affair between Paul and a young French girl, Jeanne. Burtoltucci created this Brecht/Godard idea when the actors talk about their childhoods. In what appears to be improvisation, Brando and Schneider reveal to each other in a highly emotional and personal manner, their own and their character’s childhoods. It is moments like these when Schneider approaches the acting ability of Jeanne Moreau and Brando displays the best acting I have ever witnessed.

Two other significant features were the musical score and the cinematography. The musical score, a progressive jazz, is used as a counterpoint to the highly emotional scenes, rather than creating the emotion. Bertolucci has become a master of color photography, using color to enhance emotion. He uses shadows as props in the relatively simple setting of the apartment. Outside he blocks his shots in Paris in such a way that the complexity becomes surreal.
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